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J&N Bolding Enterprises is pleased to provide this price list for the Milholland line of aircraft. 
I’ve flown every one of them and am also building a Legal Eagle XL for myself. Over the last 13 
yrs we have delivered MANY dozens of kits to builders all over the world. 
 
The kits for each aircraft below are what I like to call the “lowest common denominator”, in other 
words if you HAVE to have an item to construct the basic airframe it’s in the kit. If it is an option 
or more than one way to build an item exists, like covering supplies or fuel tank, I don’t try to 
make those decisions for you. 
 
Basically what I provide for all three kits is : 
All the spruce capstrips and plywood for the wing 
All the tubing for the fuselage, gear, engine mount,struts and tail 
All the sheet aluminum and steel for the seat(s) and fairings 
All the hardware-cable, turnbuckles, nuts, bolts, rivets etc 
 
NOT supplied are the engine, instruments, covering supplies, glue, windshield (Home Depot), 
fuel tank, wheels and springs. 
If you purchase the welded components for a kit , ALL the welded components for that kit are 
included. Example : Double Eagle includes engine mount, gear and tail structure. 
Included in the kit is everything on the material list at time of order, the material lists are a work 
in progress , we constantly modify them to attempt to give you everything you need but not have 
you pay for un-necessary material. 
 
Legal Eagle Material Kit……$2650.00  
Extra for welding...................$2300.00 
Welded Components ONLY $2750.00 
 
 
Double Eagle Material Kit…$3850.00  
Extra for welding…………...$4500.00 
Welded components ONLY.$4950.00 
 
For the Double Eagle I also provide nose and aileron ribs at $7 each, fuselage gear fittings (8) 
for $120 and wing fittings (16) $400. 
 
 
Legal Eagle XL Material kit..$2950.00  
Extra for welding…………...$2350.00 
Welded components ONLY $2650.00 
 
Components for the Legal Eagle and XL; 
Fuselage /gear fittings $120, wing fittings (16) $180, nose, aileron ribs $7.00 each, engine 
mount spools $35.00 set of 4. 
Rib kits are $275-300 depending on model 
Please call or email if you have questions 
Thanks for your interest, 
John Bolding 281-383-0113 jhb478@yahoo.com 
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